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DEMOGRAPHICS 
Age: 22 
Occupation: Student 
Education: Bachelor 
Dominate Language: English 
Economic: Middle Class in US 
Live in: Upper West Side, New York

USE OF TECHNOLOGY     
Laptop, smart phone, pad.

BACKGROUND 
Aisle grew up in Manhattan. She is the second child in 
her family. She is a college student, studying Economy 
in NYU. She likes reading culture magazines and loves 
travel. 

GOALS 
Never lose her way in MoMA. 
Have better understand of the 
artworks in museum.
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The knowledge of the artworks in museum. 
Recommendations of artworks or route. 
Navigation for artworks, cafe, bathroom and etc. 
The news of exhibitions and activities.

PAIN POINTS 
Lose her way in MoMA. 
Lack of knowledge of artworks. 
Has no idea which artworks are worth looking at. 
Hard to find bathroom when in hurry. 
Have to enter artwork number to get the audio 
guide.

CURRENT BEHAVIORS AND BELIEFS 
Ailsa has interests in art. And she is trying to use the 
MoMA app to have a better understanding of the 
artworks.
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
Age: 30 
Occupation: Interior Designer 
Education: Bachelor 
Dominate Language: English 
Economic: Middle Class in US 
Live in: San Francisco

USE OF TECHNOLOGY     
Laptop, smart phone, pad.

BACKGROUND 
Gary graduated from Pratt. He loves design and art. 
Gary loves to surf. He often goes surfing or hiking on 
the weekends. He does not like the busy city life. 

GOALS 
Easy to find the artworks he want to have a look at in 
the museum. 
During his limited visit, he can see the worthwhile 
artworks.
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NEEDS 
Recommendations of artworks. 
Approximate visit duration. 
Audio guide and navigation.

PAIN POINTS 
Loses his way in museum. 
Loses patience while searching for specific artworks. 
Has no idea how much time the tour will take.

CURRENT BEHAVIORS AND BELIEFS 
Gary wants to have an approximate visit duration 
before the tour. And he also want to be guided during 
the tour so he can concentrate on enjoying the 
artworks.


